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One software for all FP PLC series. is Panasonic's programming software, developed according to the .pfx format and including
all the main components (included as standard with the FP). Main use: Integration of various PLCs into a single equipment

control system. Industrial automation and carrying out a full cycle of measurement / regulation. The use of PLC in industrial
control automation systems. Individual work of each manufacturer and, as a result, flexibility of use. Comprehensive integration

of new software with other PLSAs Ease of use. Software users have access to an interface that fully corresponds to what they
already know about PLC. Quick changes and software updates. The FP software replaces all existing documents, necessary for

the approval of the project and its implementation, as well as all existing documentation for the equipment. FP software
application allows you to add a number of new functions to any device, after which you can easily discover changes and make

them. In 2014, FP control completely switched from CAN system to GSM using the latest standard. Re-equipment of
production. The new configurator allows one-touch programming of just one PLC connected to the PLC. This allows companies

to supply PLCs already in the required quantity, while not spending money on the development and gradual re-equipment of
control systems of all manufacturers. Configurator In addition to the existing online conference of the new software department,

a new configurator has been created. It includes all the basic functions of the configurator for PLC systems. The cost of
configurators is 11,000 for a model with one device or 25,000 for two devices. Information about the price and time of the

provision of software update services Install new software and upgrade existing PLCS (control station/ controller/protector) is
possible in multiple update centers. Remote Support Installing software through the PLC Update Center may require an internet

connection. To do this, you need to send a request to the update center, and if the update center confirms it, then it will be
provided free upgrade to a new version of the software within three months from the date of confirmation of the request.

Software update is also possible via the communication channel addressing system (UDP)
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